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ACROSS
4] HIV and Hepatitis B are considered
bloodborne _________.
9] Necessary accessory when overhead
hazards are present.
10] Silicate mineral regulated by EPA and
OSHA.
11] 7732-18-5
15] Typical hazardous constituent of
universal waste lamps and switches.
16] Containment required for SPCC
regulated tanks and containers.
20] Superfund Amendments and
____________ Act.
23] Bench grinders need a properly
positioned tool rest and ________
guard.
24] Type of communication training
required by OSHA.

25] Industrial classification system that is
slowly replacing SIC.
26] A crane with parallel runways.
28] This type of protection is needed
when working at height.
29] A large ammonia refrigeration system
may require this EPA plan.
30] Chemical considered bad at ground
level, but good in upper atmosphere.
31] A type of minor air permit.
33] Hazardous waste container
accumulation area at a work station.
35] Solid or hazardous waste disposal
unit.
38] Toxicity characteristic test for
hazardous waste.
39] If this occurs, drinking water could be
contaminated.
40] A powered industrial truck.

DOWN
1] Machinery must be equipped with
these to protect workers.
2] You must take precautions when
entering this space.
3] TRI reporting threshold is 100 lbs.
5] This hazard can be truly shocking.
6] National Emission Standards for
____________ Air Pollutants.
7] PCB use and disposal are regulated
under this federal law (acronym).
8] Every employee needs to be mindful
of this.
12] Recurrent activity typically required by
wastewater permit.
13] This type of protection is for your
lungs.
14] Solvent recovery process.
17] CERCLA release that is stable in
quantity and rate.

18] Type of level alarm on tank.
19] Incompatible materials must be
________ to prevent chemical
reactions.
21] Enforceable exposure limit from
OSHA (abbreviation).
22] SEC is particularly concerned about
these types of minerals.
27] Oil spill plan (acronym).
32] Lifting device made of steel or
synthetic material.
34] Process used to assess compliance.
35] Device typically used for LOTO.
36] Hazardous waste TSDFs need this
type of assurance.
37] Leaking tank (acronym).

